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Vadose regimes can be the sites of complex interactions between the atmosphere and
groundwater. When a volatile contaminant exists as free product or in dissolved form in the
vadose environment, upward transport can occur with the contaminant ultimately being
vented as a vapor into the atmosphere. This transport happens naturally and can be
enhanced by anisotropy resulting from heterogenities in the vadose regime. Several stages
in the transport process are involved in going from a volatile, liquid state contaminant to a
contaminant vapor vented at the surface. In a three-year effort, called the Vadose Zone
Transport Study, we are investigating, with the aid of existing data, new field studies
involving dissolved tracer gases and 3-D diagnostic computer simulations that provide a
framework to interpret our observations, the detailed nature of each of these stages of
transport in several different kinds of vadose regimes. We are emphasizing the impact of
features specific to a site, that is, the local geology and hydrology, on each stage of the
transport process. In particular we want to better understand how the time scales for (1)
partitioning contaminants from the liquid to the vapor states and then (2) transporting the
vapor out of the vadose regime are dependent on the specific character of a site. Such time-
scale information will be important for evaluating the potential of contaminant sources as
well as remediation strategies including natural remediation approaches.

The main thrust of the Vadose Zone Transport Study to date has been the planning, design
and construction of a Vadose Zone Observatory (VZO) on the Lawrence Livermore site
near the corner of Vasco Rd and East Ave. The VZO is a well characterized and highly
instrumented location for studying the interaction of an infiltrating synthetic-contaminant
plume with the gas and liquid phases of the vadose regime. During FY '97, sixteen multi-
purpose monitoring wells were completed within a 30 m by 50 m area overlying a very
heterogeneous vadose zone about 20 m thick that is dominated by low-permeability clay
layers with some interspersed silty sand/gravel layers. Such layering is typical at sites
where braided stream channeling has occurred and represents the lower permeabilility
category of vadose-zone infiltration regimes that will be considered in this study.

Vadose zone infiltration is accomplished by pumping water containing dissolved tracer
gases into a central well (see figure, well #SIB-iNF-012) having a depth of about 5 m.
Surrounding the infiltration well are three monitoring wells (#SEA-INF-001, -002, -003)
that permit sampling of the gas phase in the vadose zone at multiple levels down to the
water table at about 22 m. When they are not being used in the gas-sampling mode, the gas
ports in the wells are used to obtain a running record of the barometric pressure at various
depths in the vadose zone. This information will be used to assess the ability of barometric
pressure fluctuations to drive atmospheric exchange within the vadose zone. One of the
monitoring wells also permits the determination of the degree of moisture saturation and
temperature at several levels in this zone. A soon-to-be installed tensiometer/lysimeter array
developed in cooperation with Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory will permit liquid
samples to be taken from this same well at different levels. Beyond the perimeter formed by
the three vadose zone monitoring wells are four electric resistance tomography (ERT) wells
(SIB-INF-008, -009, -010, -011) placed on the four comers of an 8m square centered on
the infiltration well mentioned above. Each ERT well contains nineteen electrodes
distributed uniformly from the surface to a depth of 28 m (6 m into the saturated zone).
Another four ERT wells of identical design have been placed on the comers of an eleven m
square centered on the infiltration well and rotated by 90 degrees to the inner four-well
square pattern. The inner and outer squares will permit the generated plume to be imaged in



a number of different planes that will aid in physically characterizing the state of the
synthetic plume as a function of time during its journey to the water table. Infiltration is
accomplished by a metered flow of water from a 2500 gallon water tank that is plumbed to
the central well. Before the water enters the well, noble tracer gases are dissolved into the
flow at a preset rate. The first infiltration experiment is scheduled for late October 1997
following the completion of the observatory.

To provide a diagnostic framework for VZO experiments, a detailed numerical model of the
site is being developed using NUFT, the LLNL-developed hydrology code. Soil samples
taken throughout the vadose zone have been analyzed to obtain the hydrologic parameters
needed for the vadose zone model. Simulations, which can require several days of
computer time, will be run on a standalone, 300 Mhz, dual processor Sun workstation. Its
one-gigabyte memory will allow the highly detailed multiphase, hydrologic models to be
evaluated.

In another phase of the research, co-investigator Dr. Bryant Hudson released water doped
with xenon gas into a water-filled stone quarry in southern California in a joint experiment
with a local water district. The fractured vadose regime evidently allowed the water
infiltrating the vadose zone from the quarry to move rapidly to the vadose zone without
making significant contact with the gas phase of the vadose regime. A significant delay in
the arrival of the xenon tracer relative to the arrival of a liquid phase oxygen-isotope tracer
would have occurred if the infiltrating liquid and vadose zone gases had mixed during the
infiltration process. The absence of the delay may mean that nearly or totally saturated
preferential pathways exist in the unsaturated regime to carry water directly to the water
table. This result suggests that certain classes of yadose regimes may not be good barriers
to the contamination of the saturated zone by infiltrating plumes and the possibility of
sparging of the descending plume by vadose zone gases may be minimal to nonexistent in
some cases.
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